
Every week customers ask us: "We need to replace a Fluke 55xx calibrator. What is your
closest product?"

The truth is that it depends on what you're looking for. Do you need the closest ppm / accuracy? The product that
is nearest in price? Something that can give you the most similar operations?

The graphic is a simplistic overview of how multi product calibrators stack up.

Transmille offer the most accurate and advanced multi product calibrator available! We also offer the lowest cost
calibrator available.

More importantly if you are like a lot of our customers, who may not need the absolute best and do not want an
entry level product, we have more options right in the middle to satisfy your unique requirements.

Each of our Transmille calibrators have a number of possible functions. Each fills a slightly different set of needs.
If you are looking for a calibrator, give us a call at 1 (802) 846-7582, or email sales@transmillecalibration.com
and speak with our knowledgeable sales staff. They can help you find the right product for your laboratory needs.
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Reasons to Choose Transmille:

Best Performance to Value - Transmille is committed to providing high-level performance at fair prices,
ensuring rapid return on your investment.
Responsive Support Team - Read our client testimonials; Transmille's personalized level of tech support is
second to none!
3 Year Warranty on calibrators - Our Calibrators come standard with a 3 year warranty, and extended care
plans for other products won't break your bank!
Satisfaction Guaranteed! - If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, just return it within the
first 30 days. We want only happy customers.

Precision Multimeters
The 8100 Series from Transmille is the most advanced
multimeter available on the market. The 8100 is a
significant improvement on previous technologies and
remains at an affordable price. Our 8700 GPS Frequency
standard provide a single solution for GPS based
measurement and sourcing.

Learn More

Calibration Software Suite
Simplify your calibration with advanced software from
Transmille. The ProCal suite can automate your test
equipment and increase productivity while reducing
errors. Without question the most user friendly full
function software on the market.
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https://youtu.be/pdQGN_-cjdY



